
Solution of last problem
PROBLEM. A group of N ≥ 3 people, one of which is , sit around

a round table. has a giant cup containing in�nite co�ee. She takes a sip
from it and then passes it to one of her neighbors, with equal probability for
either side. Each person, upon receiving the cup, does exactly the same. The
process goes on until there is only one person left who has not taken a sip from
the cup, and this person is declared the winner. If you were playing this game
and wanted to maximize your chances of being the winner, where would you
sit relative to 's position at the table?

SOLUTION. The surprising answer is that it doesn't matter where you
sit. Each person other than has an equal chance 1/(N − 1) of winning!

For the sake of argument, suppose the game goes on forever, the winner
being whoever got reached last by the cup. For any person , let

+
(resp.

−) denote the next person on the table going clockwise (resp. counterclock-

wise) from , and de�ne the following events: E( ) := � wins the game�,

F±( ) := �The cup reaches ± before reaching ∓� and G±( ) := �Af-

ter reaching ± for the �rst time, the cup reaches ∓ before reaching

again�. Then notice that, for any 6= ,

E( ) =

(
F+( ) ∩G+( )

) ⋃ (
F−( ) ∩G−( )

)
.

By symmetry, the probabilities P (G+( )) and P (G−( )) are the same (call

them p), independent of . And the probabilities P (F+( )) and P (F−( ))

add up to 1, since F+( ) ∩ F−( ) = ∅ and P (F+( )c ∩ F−( )c) = 0.
Then

P (E( )) = P (F+( ))P (G+( )) + P (F−( ))P (G−( ))

= P (F+( ))p+ P (F−( ))p

= p

is independent of .


